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Abstract
This paper employs the term ‘Alawization’ to define the prominence of members of the Alawi community in positions of power across Syria, a process that has already been noticed by some scholars, but that has not been named until now. We intend to answer the following questions: is there a process that can be called Alawization happening in Syria? How could Alawization have become a political process in the country? How could this have evolved over time? And how is it perceived among practitioners of international relations? Essentially, the circumstances that could allow for this process to take place are embedded in Syria’s colonial period and its evolution is closely related to the rise of Hafiz al-Assad to power – launching an “Assad dynasty”, that continues ruling the country. Perception of this ongoing process was based, methodologically, on historical representations and was investigated through semi-structured interviews with diplomats based at the UN working with Middle Eastern issues and/or that have already been assigned to posts in Syria. It concludes by suggesting that, albeit there’s recognition of this process, there is still disagreement on how it occurs and how widespread it is internally.
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Resumo
Este artigo emprega o termo “Alauização” para definir a proeminência de membros da comunidade alauí na Síria, um processo que já foi notado por alguns estudiosos, mas que não foi nomeado até agora. Pretendemos responder às seguintes perguntas: existe um processo que pode ser chamado de Alauização acontecendo na Síria? Como a Alauização poderia ter se tornado um processo político no país? Como ela pode ter evoluído com o tempo? E como ela é percebida entre os profissionais de relações internacionais? Essencialmente, as circunstâncias que permitiram o surgimento desse processo ocorrem em período colonial da Síria e sua evolução está intimamente relacionada à ascensão de Hafiz al-Assad ao poder – lançando uma “dinastia Assad”, que continua governando o país. A percepção desse processo baseou-se, metodologicamente, na representação histórica e foi investigada por meio de entrevistas semiestruturadas com diplomatas sediados na ONU que trabalham com questões do Oriente Médio e/ou que já ocuparam cargos na Síria. Conclui-se sugerindo que, embora haja o reconhecimento desse processo, ainda há desacordo sobre como ele ocorre e quão disseminado é internamente.
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Introduction

“I don’t believe in witches, but that they exist, they exist”. This old Castilian popular saying, often attributed to Miguel de Cervantes, is used to give rational meaning to subjective, and oftentimes illogical, events and phenomena. In Syria, the “witches” can be found in the way politics are organized.

After the seizure of power by the Ba’ath Party, in 1963, the country’s political, economic, social, and security sectors suffered drastic changes. Of the fifteen members of the Ba’athist Military Committee that took over Syria’s day-to-day affairs, five were Alawis – and three of them, Hafiz al-Assad, Salah Jadid and Muhammad ‘Umran, held the highest leadership posts. The coup d’état led to a dismissal of 700 Army officers, half of which were replaced by Alawis. Later on, following the Corrective Revolution that led Hafiz al-Assad to power in 1970, these ethnic shifts in leadership became even more apparent. Alawis started occupying positions in the military’s intelligence community and as commanders of different forces. Between 1970 and 1997, of the 31 newly appointed officers (all of whom Assad hand-picked) 19 were Alawis (VAN DAM, 2017; 2011; BATATU, 1999).

This state of affairs has caused resentment among non-Alawis in Syria, who believed Alawis were unjustifiably favoured. Non-Alawis disapproved the rise of one region over another and of a community thus far considered inferior. “Yet, thanks to their strong position in the army, the security services, the professions, the party, and indeed in every institution across the land, the progress of Alawis seemed irreversible” (SEALE, 1995, p. 455). Alawis is a religious strand of Islam, which belonged until the ninth century to Shiism. It was a strand that until 1970 was considered secondary in Middle East-related studies, because it was a more isolationist group, impoverished and without much political influence within Syrian society. In Syria, about 75% of the individuals in this group lived in the northwest Latakia region, and most worked in the agricultural sector. The rise of an Alawi, Hafiz al-Assad, to the presidency in Syria brought visibility to the Alawis and made them a major focus of research, for being a ruling minority (VAN DAM, 2011; FRIEDMAN, 2010; ZISSER, 2001).

Based on this context presented by Seale’s statement on the seemingly irreversible advance of Alawis in Syria, and in dialogue with the scholarship focused on Syrian politics, a window of investigation opens up to scholars observing the country: is there a process that can be called Alawization? By Alawization, we mean that the nomination of members of the Alawi community to positions of power across Syria is a political and economic manoeuvre, aiming to extend as much as possible the “Assad dynasty” (PINTO, 2013, p. 211) in the country. It is a new form of nepotism and clientelism, reinforcing the reins of power around the Assad family and the ones they judge are reliable. Ergo, Alawization is not connected to a sectarian view of the form in which politics is organized in the country, nor is it based on the assumption that the regime is religiously intolerant.

In that sense, this paper proposes to address the following questions which we treat as fundamentally interrelated, that is: how could Alawization have become a political process in Syria? How could this have evolved over time? And how is it perceived among practitioners of international relations? The argument put forward is that although the Alawi’s ascension to power is a clearly identifiable phenomenon, the concept of Alawization is more perceived as an ongoing process rather than a well-established phenomenon. Even though as a process it is still not possible to understand how widespread it is, nor to correlate it to the deterioration of Syria’s politics. It can be said as ongoing, because, although the nomination of Alawis to positions of power is not traceable at the moment, due to the civil war the country faces, there is still a sense of permanence of the Assad dynasty, allowing for Alawization to, thus, be used to maintain Bashar Al-Assad in power. Previous scholars (VAN DAM, 2017; 2011; ZISSER, 2001; WEDEEN, 2019; BATATU, 1999) have analysed the process of Alawis’ rise to power in Syria and how power remains concentrated in the hands of this group. However, they have not named and problematized it fully within Syria’s social and political sphere. Therefore, this paper’s major contribution to the scholarship is to name this known process, and to investigate through international observers if it can be perceived as a historical representation of Syria’s reality.
To aid in the development of this new concept, we bring the perception of international relations’ practitioners about Alawization to the table, since it allows us to test the validity of this concept with a relevant group. To answer our above stated research questions, our methodology is based on historical representations and the need to bring perception in order to understand reality – or at least, a representation of it – over time, and with that, to be able to unravel the hypothesis made here (DUNN, 2008). In that sense, our methods include semi-structured interviews with diplomats based at the United Nations (UN) working with Middle Eastern issues and/or those that have already been assigned to posts in Syria, and the secondary analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data already gathered and published by scholars researching the rise of Alawis in Syria (as a way of crossing information and checking if, in the literature, what we gathered through the interviews have meaning). It is important to add that, although the number of interviews is limited and it will not account for a clear international perception, the task of bringing such a perspective is important for the method chosen: the one of historical representation and how it depends on the use of perception.

This paper is divided as follows: first, it will measure Alawization through the establishment of important events in Syria’s history and also of some criteria that will help indicate how accurate representation Alawization is at such events. Then, it will engage with the relevant academic literature on the subject presenting data about the Alawi community and regarding Alawis that began to occupy key positions in the regime and military forces after the rise of Hafiz al-Assad. This section aims to trace the conditions that could allow for Alawization to take place, and if such a process developed over time, becoming a constitutive element of the deterioration of the regime’s legitimacy. Then, we will introduce our findings on perception through the analyses of interviews conducted with practitioners of international relations., Their perceptions contribute by providing a fresh insight into the subject and help to validate (or not) the development of the concept offering the literature a nuanced analysis about Syria’s internal dynamics.

Measuring Alawization

Alawization, as was established, is a concept that defines a process happening in Syria in which, through the nomination of Alawis to positions of power across the different sectors of society and by improving, through clientelist and nepotistic means, the situation of the regions inhabited primarily by Alawis – the Assad dynasty finds a way to prolong its power. With that in mind, how, then, can we measure Alawization? As a subjective concept describing a subjective framework, there are some criteria we need to put in place in order to assess the viability of the concept as a representation of Syria’s reality.

First and foremost, there are some events in Syria’s history which are pinpointed to be analyzed – understanding that in those moments, Alawization could have been in evidence. These events are: the colonial period; the rise of Ba’ath to power; the Corrective Revolution that led Hafiz Al-Assad to power; and finally, the transition of power to Hafiz’s son, Bashar Al-Assad. We select these events as we understand that they are, in Syria’s history, moments in which rather Alawis were evident or the Assad dynasty played an important role – and where investigation on the strategies they used to play such an important role, as, possibly, Alawization, must be investigated. The demarcation of time of the paper goes up to the transition of power to Bashar Al-Assad, as we understand that this moment shows the continuity of the Assad dynasty – and how the process of Alawization was made present then. We understand the importance of continuing to check if Alawization is a proper concept to represent Syria’s reality, especially considering the significant political, economic, social and demographic shifts the country has been experiencing over the last decade with the civil war. However, our goal here is not to analyze this moment, but to, first, test the validity of this concept through the perception of international practitioners and as a historical representation.

With that in mind, understanding the colonial period is important, since the French mandate divided the country along ethnic lines, contributing to the deterioration of internal relations between the groups. This is the first event that will be elucidated in the next section and the first criteria considered.
Regarding the rise of Ba’ath to power and the Corrective Revolution, the criteria analyzed will be the quantity of Alawis occupying both strategic positions and as officers in the armed forces (when this information is made available), the importance of the role they played and for how long they stayed in power. Finally, the criteria analyzed during the transition of power from Hafiz to Bashar will be on the steps necessary for such a transition to really happen. Did this transition attend the legislation? The next section will extensively present, with regards to the literature, these criteria and the development of the concept of Alawization as a historical representation of Syria.

**Does Alawis in power mean Alawization?**

As was observed, the circumstances that allowed Alawis to reach important positions in Syria are imprinted in its historical development, ever since the French mandate, when the country was divided across ethnic and religious lines, making domination easier. As a result, sentiments of distrust between minorities and the Sunni majority grew stronger after the country’s independence. This then led to the rise of the Ba’ath party, a party dominated by minorities, especially Alawis.

It was during the Corrective Revolution of Hafiz al-Assad, in 1970, that Alawis, due to their close ties with the President started dominating the large majority of positions in the regime and occupied strategic posts both within the government and the armed forces. With the improvement of the Latakia region (the traditional homeland of Alawis) and the incentive offered to Alawis to seek higher education abroad, it was between the 80s and 90s that Alawis started prevailing in the different sectors and cadres of society (VAN DAM, 2011). During the second infitah of the late 80s they were also the ones with the highest purchasing power and with capital to monopolize large sections of the Syrian economy. This practice carried on with the rise of Hafiz’s son, Bashar al-Assad, to power in 2000.

Although the specific word “Alawization” has seldom been used by scholars working with Middle Eastern politics, the literature on this process is vast. It is possible to find authors that acknowledge the nomination of Alawis to positions of power as a pervasive phenomenon in Syrian society and discuss it through various lenses, mainly describing it as a demographic, sectarian or political phenomenon. A proper concept, however, was not coined before (see YASSIN-KASSAB; AL-SHAMI, 2016; VAN DAM, 2017; 2011; ZISSER, 2001; BATATU, 1999).

The colonial period is the first moment where we can observe the seeds of Alawization, due to the fragmentation of territory promoted by France and other European colonizers. With the Sykes-Picot Agreement, the Middle East – previously occupied by the Ottoman Empire – was divided between the United Kingdom and France (LESCH, 2019). The French did not contribute to the formation of local administrative institutions that would prepare the population for independence. Instead, their control in 1920 came through the expulsion of local rulers and through the deployment of a large military contingent and a new hierarchy of French civil administrators – leaving little room for local politicians to act and ensuring the extension of French domination (CLEVELAND; BUNTON, 2009).

By dividing the territory along regional and ethnic lines, “emphasizing communal differences and aspirations, the French claimed to be bowing to political reality and popular desire” (KHOURY, 1987, p. 58). What ensued, however, was the adoption of a “divide and rule” strategy, where the division of the territory was a form of weakening pan-Arab ideologies through the reinforcement of ethnic ones. In that sense, the principles that could instigate cohesion and organization among the several and diverse ethnic groups within Syria were neutralized through an emphasis on that which made them different (LESCH, 2019).

---

1 *Infitah* became known as an ‘open door’ policy or a policy of economic liberalization that spread throughout the Middle East in the 80s and 90s, influenced by the Washington Consensus. These were neoliberal policies of stabilization and structural adjustment through the loosening of economic controls and encouragement of the private sector to overcome the financial and economic crisis plaguing the region. Thus, it reflected a partial withdrawal of the state from its role as entrepreneur and provider of social welfare for the population (BEININ, 2009; PERTHES, 1994; SUKKAR, 1994).
Michael Provence (2005) illustrates the division of the territory, presenting three partitions: the Syrian State, which included Damascus and Aleppo; the Alawi State, located in the mountains around the region of Latakia; and the Druze State, located in the south of the present country. With this disintegration, the French objective was to emphasize the social and political divisions, facilitating domination and reducing the possibilities of insurgency. To ensure that society remained divided, colonial politics favoured traditional elites and the countryside, rather than those with modern education and who lived in cities. That was because new city elites, with Western education, leaned towards the nationalist, democratic, and socialist ideals. They were the groups responsible for the emergence of Arab nationalist ideals. In that sense, it was at this moment that Alawis started to gain positions in the military force – outnumbering other ethnic or religious groups (LESCH, 2019; HOUARANI, 2005).

Hence, “the destructive political instability that came to characterize Syria after independence in 1946 can be traced in part to the institutionalized fragmentation practised by the French mandate authorities” (CLEVELAND; BUNTON, 2009, p. 222). Also, it is at this moment that sentiments of distrust between minorities and the majority Sunnis population, which became the rulers after Syria’s independence, became stronger. These sentiments, along with a growing and extreme inequality among minorities – constituted mostly of peasants – and the majority Sunni urban elite, led to the radicalization of the army. The army ranks were mainly composed of peasants who tried to obtain a better life than what was available in the countryside, thus making it possible to foster a base of support for the creation and strengthening of the Ba’ath party. The party provided new leadership and organized power, which attracted the new middle classes and peasants into the struggle against the old regime (LESCH, 2019; YASSIN-KASSAB; AL-SHAM, 2016; ZISSER, 2002; HINNEBUSCH, 1990).

The ascendance of the Ba’ath party to power in 1963 dethroned Syria’s traditional authority and promoted a complete alteration of its entire pre-established social pyramid, bringing a broad coalition of political and social forces that had long been neglected to power. In 1970, due to growing disagreements inside the Ba’ath party, the Corrective Revolution brought Hafiz al-Assad to power. From that moment on, the Assad dynasty began. The regime uses mechanisms, such as clientelism and patronage, in order to remain in power continuously – mechanisms that are considered part of the process of Alawization.

The system characterizing Assad’s regime is an authoritarian one, with centralized political power and where the military and state bureaucracy play a dominant role. In addition, there is a parochial government practice, imprinted through the use of political interests for the benefit of clientelist networks – where personal ties and loyalty have great importance. Regarding the key groups that have the greatest privileges, it is possible to see the formation of a coalition of people who benefit from the patronage and clientelist characteristics of the regime.

Members of this elite reached the top thanks to one of the following four types of links to Asad: (1) family connections: e.g. his brothers or sons; (2) tribal or communal ties – belonging to the Asad’s tribe, Kahlia, or his community, the Alawis; (3) ties of personal friendship to Asad’s circle of friends who shared his thinking and approach, some of whom had been his companions since the 1950s and '60s – the formative years of his journey to the top; and (4) occupational ties, being one of Asad’s assistants and advisers, people who had long worked closely with him (ZISSER, 2001, p. 30).

With the secured domination of the population through coercion and the clientelist relations based on the benefits granted to the coalition that shared ties with the ruler, Assad managed to ensure his survival in power and could guarantee greater privileges to the Alawis (DAGHER, 2019; VAN DAM, 2011; ZISSER, 2001). These benefits were embedded in various sectors. In general, the members of this community have improved their socioeconomic status with greater access to education and infrastructure. Some particular Alawis, those closer to Assad, were allocated in relevant positions in the army or the party itself.

The improvement of the socioeconomic conditions of this group can be seen when looking at the situation of the Latakia region – mostly Alawi. In 1970, only 10% of households in Latakia had access to safe drinking water; 15 years...
later, the number was over 70%. Roads had also been built for every village. When Hafiz was in school, few individuals worked in the region’s only industry—a tobacco company. By mid-1980s, 40,000 employees worked in public sector companies in food processing and in the manufacture of aluminium, cement, textiles, carpets, among other products. The port in Latakia City was expanded and the University of Tishreen was created, housing 15,000 students in 1985—bringing new intellectual standards to the region. The Alawis became doctors, engineers, lawyers, and university professors, so that 25 years after Assad’s rise of power, they were strongly represented across different sectors, rivalling and sometimes displacing the Sunnis occupying important positions (VAN DAM, 2011; SEALE, 1995).

Of course, ensuring the development of a region is not a bad thing for a President to do. The question being put here is that such an investment was made disproportionately in comparison to the socioeconomic development of other regions, which were not inhabited by Alawis. When compared to other regions, one notices the difference: in the 70s, the western Ghab region, inhabited by Alawis, had between 34 and 41% of girls attending school. At the same time, in eastern Ghab, inhabited by Sunnis, the number ranged from zero to 7%. Investment in education in the Latakia region meant that by 1977 there were 124% more students than in 1964 (SEALE, 1995; DRYSDALE, 1981).

As for the army, the changes started after the coup d’etat that brought the Ba’ath party to power. Many army officers were fired, and 90% of those nominated to fill those vacancies were Alawis. Effectively, of the 700 officers dismissed, about half were replaced by Alawis (VAN DAM, 2011). In addition, as seen before, the leadership of the Ba’ath Military Committee was held by three Alawis: Muhammad ‘Umran, commander of the 70th Brigade, the backbone of the Ba’athist military organization; Salah Jadid, chief of staff of the Syrian army; and Hafiz al-Assad, air force commander (VAN DAM, 2011). With the seizure of power in 1970, Hafiz put in place more measures to increase the number of members of his community holding political and military posts (WEDEEN, 2019). Having Alawis in these posts was in Assad’s interest, since it guaranteed the execution of his plans for the country and allowed him to maintain power more easily. Examples of these nominations of Alawis by Hafiz to occupy important positions go beyond the family ties that include his five brothers, Rif’at al-Assad being the most notorious, and both of his sons, Basil al-Assad, until his death on 1994, and Bashar al-Assad, who later took over the presidency after his death.

Alawis also occupied positions in military intelligence and as commanders of the different armed forces. ‘Ali Duba was nominated head of military intelligence and later promoted to adviser of the president. Muhammad al-Khuly was appointed by Assad as head of intelligence for the air force, and he played a role in the Rif’at’s attempt to seize power. In addition, Ali Haydar, Special Forces Chief, also had ties to the president and was one of the generals sent by Assad to confront Rif’at. Another Alawi for whom Assad provided benefits was Adnan Makhlouf, cousin of Hafiz’s wife, chosen to be commander of the President’s guard after holding offices in the Air Force (DAGHER, 2019; BATATU, 1999; SEALE, 1995). According to Hanna Batatu (1999, p. 217), “out of the thirty-one officers whom Assad handpicked between 1970 and 1997 as chief figures in the armed forces, the elite military formations, and the apparatuses of security and intelligence, no fewer than nineteen or 61.3 percent have been Alawis”. Moreover, during those 27 years, the individuals who remained the longest and in the most important positions were not only Alawis but were also part of the same family or tribe as Assad—the Kalbiyyah. Among the other tribes, a notably large share of positions (21% of the total Alawis taking positions) came from the Haddadin, the tribe to which Hafiz’s wife belonged (BATATU, 1999). Assad’s marriage to Anisa was also a political

---

2 The relationship between Hafiz and his brother, Rif’at, was not an affectionate one. In 1983, President Hafiz Al-Assad became seriously ill and the issue of his succession became acute among members of the government. The president indicated that a six-man committee be formed—and did not consider inserting his brother in it, due to his reckless and notoriously corrupt characteristics. Afraid of the president’s possible death, and the consequences it could bring, the Alawi generals turned to Rif’at for leadership. Rif’at interpreted the sudden support of the Alawi generals as a blind loyalty to his leadership, so he began to prepare for seizing the power believing that, should this scenario happen, the generals would continue to show their support. In the meantime, however, Hafiz Al-Assad showed signs of recovery, causing the Alawi generals to turn their attention to him and forget the support they had given to Rif’at—even considering him a possible threat. Hafiz, once recovered, ordered Rif’at to be kept under surveillance, while he clung to the power he still had. After a final attempt by Rif’at to take power in 1984, President Hafiz Al-Assad got personally involved and, in 1985, ordered his brother’s exile (VAN DAM, 2017; ZISSER, 2003).
act as it provided a strengthening of relations with the Makhlouf family, an important one in the village that helped boost Hafiz’s status (DAGHER, 2019; ZISSER, 2001).

It is also possible to point out that among the 31 officers handpicked by Assad, 11 were Sunnis. But looking at this information more carefully, we can see that most of them did not act on their posts at the same time, reducing the number of Sunni officials at any given time dramatically. In addition, Mustafa Talas, Hikmat al-Shihabi and Naji Jamil, for example, are some of the Sunnis who either held unimportant positions or who, over time, lost Assad’s confidence and were removed from their posts (BATATU, 1999). Thus, non-Alawi officers could hold senior military posts, as long as they held positions that posed no real threat to the President, or where his Alawi supporters could act to dissipate any sign of insurgence.

Major General Naji Jamil, for example, even while commanding the air forces, could never use them against the president because the main air bases were run by Alawi government supporters. On the other hand, Major General Mustafa Talas, as soon as Bashar came into power, was stripped down of power as Minister of Defense, as part of an “authoritarian upgrading” (HINNEBUSCH, 2012), or a replacement of an ageing autocratic structure to a new network of technocrats (VAN DAM, 2011). These officers could then exercise some power as long as it was in accordance with the President’s policies. If there were any sign of deviation, they could easily be removed from their positions by their Alawi colleagues—or others who were better suited for the job. In fact, the appointment of Sunni officers to such high military positions, “could very well have been done with the idea of placating the Sunnis and dispelling the impression that the most important posts were exclusively held by Alawi” (VAN DAM, 2011, p. 69).

On the other hand, not all Sunnis posed threats to the regime. Some of them, who had been peasants, were also neglected by the Sunni elite before the Ba’ath Party’s rise, and thus shared the same ideals as Assad. These individuals became friends with the President and accompanied him since the beginning of his political career. This means that close ties between the nominated person and the President sometimes is what matters most, even if they are not Alawis. They can be fitted in the third or fourth category presented previously by Eyal Zisser (2001) of people who share ties with the president and form a clientelist coalition benefitting of the privileges the President grants. Examples are the Sunnis ‘Abd al-Halin Khaddam, who served as Vice President and Minister of Foreign Affairs between 1984 and 2004, when he resigned, or Mustafa Talas, Minister of Defense from 1972 to 2004. The nomination of Sunnis to positions of power in Syria, thus, does not undermine the validity of the concept of Alawization, since these were also forms of nepotism and clientelism of the government of Assad (both father and son), in order to secure the Assad dynasty (LESCH, 2019; DAGHER, 2019).

With Bashar al-Assad, the nomination of Alawis into positions of power remained, especially the ones from the same family or tribe as Bashar. Maher al-Assad, Bashar’s younger brother, was an important piece in the armed forces and “his maternal cousins the Makhloufs were assuming prominent roles in the army, Mukhabarat [Syria’s secret police], and business, and were eager to demonstrate loyalty to Bashar” (DAGHER, 2019, p. 84). He also “gave even more key security positions to members of the Alawi community than his father had” (PHILLIPS, 2020), taking Alawization to a deeper level and ensuring that the power remained in his hands.

In Syria, we can observe that there was a formal system of governance on the surface with a constitution, institutions, popular organizations, professional associations, etc. This helped to create a sense of legitimacy and legality for the regime’s actions. In this formal governance system there was, somewhat, representativeness and diversity in the occupied seats, since 60% of regime ministers and delegates to the People’s Assembly or the Party Congress were Sunnis (which corresponds to almost 69% of the population). By contrast, there was a hidden face to the state, or an informal system of governance, consisting of the heads of security services and military commanders. It is this informal system that provided the real balance of power among the Assad coalition forces, as it was dominated by 90% Alawis (VAN DAM, 2011; ZISSER, 2001). This informal government can be perceived extensively in the transition of power to Bashar al-Assad.
Bashar al-Assad was parachuted on to the top of the regime in 2000 to prevent disunity among the officers and supporters of the late President Hafiz al-Asad. Faruq al-Shar’, Syrian Minister of Foreign Affairs in 2000, has recounted in his memoirs that Minister of Defence Mustafa Talas, on the day of the death of President Hafiz al-Asad, proposed that al-Shar’ should be given the task to directly prepare for a change in the constitution that would enable Bashar al-Asad to become the new president at the age of 34 instead of 40, as was laid down in the constitution (VAN DAM, 2017, p. 84).

Later on, as part of the “authoritarian upgrading” it was seen as a necessity to dismiss all Sunnis who held important positions to give full control of the regime to Bashar, even if they had strong ties with the President. Thus, Hikmat al-Shihabi, the Chief of Staff, was forcibly retired. ‘Abd al-Halin Khaddam, Hafiz’s close friend, was stripped of much of his authority as Foreign Minister, and Mustafa Talas was replaced as Minister of Defense. Since they were perceived primarily as Sunnis, they were viewed as a threat to the continuation of the process of Alawization with Bashar (VAN DAM, 2011; ZISSER, 2001).

In the economic sector, with the deepening of economic liberalization in Syria in the 90s, influenced by the politics of the Washington Consensus, business leaders and corporations began to take part in the economy of the country. This capitalist elite that made up the urban middle class came mostly from the Sunni elite that previously controlled the country and was replaced by the Ba’ath party. With Hafiz in power, there was a limited and controlled reintegration of this Sunni urban middle class into the economy. Later on, in the 90s, economic openness was greater, and this elite now included Alawis that two decades earlier received educational incentives from the regime. These new Sunni and Alawi elites became allies of Assad, taking hold of a considerable portion of the country’s economic power, but remained on the margins of the central political coalition still dominated almost exclusively by Alawis. (ZISSER, 2001).

Between 1993 and 1994, 112 of Syria’s 171 largest corporations were state-owned, representing 70% of Syria’s companies (BRICAULT, 1993). Even though such companies were owned by the state of Syria and not by the Alawis itself, Alawization is made present in the economic sector as a form of the grasp of power the regime attempted in the different cadres of society. Such a strategy pays off when we realize that around 25 years after Hafiz’s rise to power, 70% of the companies were controlled by the state. Around 25 years after that, the State is still controlled by Alawis with the rise of Hafiz’s son, Bashar.

Apart from the state-owned companies, it was still possible to see Alawis thrive in the economic sector, as was the case of the Arab Syrian Company for Touristic Establishments (ASCTE), founded by the Alawi ‘Uthman al-‘Aidi in Damascus, a company that is specialized in networks such as Cham Palace Hotels and other tourism chains. The group owns around 17 hotels and tourism establishments and comprises 10 subsidiaries focused on tourism management, construction, engineering, maintenance, marketing, and transportation. Another company that enjoyed a monopoly in its respective field is TRANSTOUR, which specializes in car rental for pilgrims to Mecca (PÖLLING, 1994).

With Bashar in power, the grasp of Alawis in the economic sector was preserved and even enhanced, as family members who already had high posts in the bureaucracy or the military, migrated to the private sector without any obstacle. That is the case of Rami Makhlouf, Bashar’s cousin since, as Dagher (2019, p. 129-130) affirms, “it was clear that Bashar’s cousin Rami and the Makhloufs were going to play a central role in Bashar’s plans for the economy”. He became responsible for controlling Syria’s largest telecommunications company, SyriaTel. His family, the Makhloufs, were owners of several duty-free shops across Syria’s airports, and their family companies bid on every government construction contract, ensuring as many licenses as possible. This overlapping between the families and Syria’s economy also takes place with Assad’s younger brother, Maher. Apart from being officially an officer in the army’s Fourth Division and unofficially a so-called supervisor of the army’s elite units, he also cultivated a network of businessmen in the cigarette market, media and advertising, as well as government taking advantage of government contracts – supplying computers to schools, for example (DAGHER, 2019).
The major transformation and entry into the leagues, so to speak, came in late 2006, when the Assads and the Makhloufs established their own business cartel, a private holding company called Cham (...). Through a complex network of new companies and joint ventures as well as offshore shells and fronts, Cham became involved in every sector of the economy, including aviation, banking, consumer products, manufacturing, oil and gas, real-estate development, retail, and tourism (DAGHER, 2019, p. 130).

As it could be seen, the practice of bringing Alawis into positions of power across Syria is a widespread process, recognized by the academic literature, but which has never been named or defined before. So far, this paper aimed at shedding light onto this dynamic and attempting to reveal its internal nuances. In the section that follows, in order to investigate the accuracy of Alawization as a concept and check its validity as a representation of Syria’s socio-political fabric, we present the results of the interviews conducted with diplomats and policy-makers with experience in Syria.

**Investigating perception through interviews**

Perception consists of the different responses that individuals present to events, as well as their aspects and attributes. In many ways, perception can be considered as an experience (PEACOCKE, 2015; SIEGEL; SILINS, 2015), since it is based on beliefs, personalities and emotions of oneself (LEVY, 2013). Herrmann (2013, p. 335), in that sense, claims that “to understand how decisions were made (...) more attention needed to be paid to how people perceived the situations they faced and the instrumental assumptions they held (...”). Recognizing these perceptions, for Simon (1985), is more important than trying to comprehend how people balance the benefits and the costs for every decision they make.

Along these lines, and considering that the perceptions gathered by practitioners of international relations regarding the concept of Alawization is central in this study, we understand that the method of historical representations is fundamental, since it is through this method that we perceive how an object of inquiry (Alawization, for instance) has represented the Syrian reality over time (DUNN, 2008). For Dunn (2008, p. 79), “‘reality’ is unknowable outside human perception, and there is never one authority on a given subject”. This means that reality in itself, the essence of it, is impalpable and fluid, it is not cartesian and, so, we must comprehend it through representations and interpretations—or perceptions.

With that in mind, it is possible to note that Alawization, to define a process in Syria, is a subjective concept. For it to be brought up into the literature and to add to the knowledge of Syrian politics, it depends on the analysis of empirical data and, moreover, on the perception of relevant actors. The result of this investigation is a historical representation, following the development of the process of Alawization through the years. Is it, precisely, for this reason that perception is so important for this task. As a new concept and as a representation of reality, Alawization must be tested among a group with relevant opinions, to be perceived as a valid concept and as a valid historical and current representation.

Moreover, since the concept of Alawization involves working with notions of identities being constructed and highlighted in Syrian society and how Syrian leadership constructs its agenda based on the relationship they establish with certain groups within the population, constructivism is a central theoretical pillar of this paper. “Constructivism (...) emphasizes the social and relational construction of what states are and what they want” (HURD, 2008, p. 299). In a narrower sense, national interest can be understood through a standpoint focused on the relations the governments establish, rather than the norms and rules they must follow. This means that, for the Syrian case, even more important than the rules the regime has to follow, are the connections it builds with different groups, especially the ones who have links to the President (both Hafiz and Bashar).

Focusing on said relations is important because, as Friedrich V. Kratochwil (1989) shows, in a socially constructed world, agents are able to reproduce and change the structures through their practices and connections. Stated differently, through their actions they can demonstrate intentions or justify their choices. Alawization could thus be considered a self-constituting practice of the regime, which has effects on how Syrian social and governmental structures are organized.
For the purpose of uncovering the perception of the concept of Alawization, the method of semi-structured interviews with diplomats from different nationalities (Brazilians, Saudis, Iranians, and Syrians) was put into practice. Indeed, diplomats do not have formal authority to make foreign policy decisions. However, investigating their perceptions is a valuable alternative, especially considering that they are practitioners of international relations linked to the foreign policy processes, providing us with relevant understandings of their country’s foreign policy when compared with those of the general public.

Five non-structured interviews were carried out at the United Nations’ headquarters in New York with diplomats who were assigned to posts at their respective countries’ Permanent Missions to the UN. Two non-structured interviews were carried out via telephone with a Brazilian diplomat, Thomaz Alexandre Mayer Napoleão, Second Secretary serving at the Brazilian Embassy in Moscow, and Antonio de Aguiar Patriota, then Brazilian Ambassador to Italy and former Brazilian Minister of Foreign Affairs (between 2011 and 2013). Both had previously had posts at the Brazilian Permanent Missions to the UN and have experience in Middle East affairs. This diplomat sample was reached through a chain-referral sampling.

We understand the limits of a methodology that counts on only seven interviews. But we also recognize that this limited number of respondents, however small, has made a significant contribution to the progress of the research. It is worth noticing that we do not rely on only that research technique to make our point, but combine these interviews with the investigation of the literature and the choice of historical representation as our method. We do not wish to affirm that the perception of these diplomats represents the perception of their countries as a whole, but their words represent a chance to have a valuable glimpse of what international relations practitioners working on the Syrian issue are thinking about the internal Syrian affairs. This will also, hopefully, help scholars in the construction of a wider internationally oriented understanding of Syrian politics and society.

Syria was the first diplomatic mission contacted, but it was not receptive to the idea of giving an interview. Two diplomats from Saudi Arabia, who were approached at a meeting at the UN, agreed to an interview. Speaking with Iranians diplomats was a priority from the beginning, due to their presence in Syria as one of Assad’s closest allies.

After getting in touch with the Diplomatic Mission of Iran, the Iranian Minister of Political Affairs to the UN who led the team of diplomats responsible for covering these topics at the Security Council, including ones related to Syria, agreed to give an interview and also pointed out two other colleagues that could collaborate for the project. They both considered themselves as researchers in addition to their occupations as diplomats.

The choice to interview Brazilian diplomats, although it may seem unorthodox at first, was made because they could present a different perspective on the subject, being geographically distant from Syria’s political neighbourhood. Also, Brazil has been impacted by recent events in Syria, receiving around 3,326 refugees, in 2018, a number that comprises 40% of the country’s refugees (CONARE, 2018).

Questions were formulated in a non-structured manner to ascertain diplomats’ opinions and use their testimonials qualitatively. The open-ended questions used as an interview guide were:

1) Do you think that there is a phenomenon that can be called “Alawization” in Syria? As in, do you believe Alawis have more access to economic and political power in Syria?; and

2) If so, when do you think this process started to take place?

The diplomats referred to throughout this article are listed in Table 1 below. As most of them chose to sign a non-identity identification form, the table makes it easier to keep track of each diplomats’ nationality.

Overall, the answers to these questions were diverse and wide-ranging. The former Brazilian Ambassador to Italy, now Ambassador in Egypt, Antonio Patriota, argued that the concept of Alawization in Syria should not be considered in the sectarian sense, or as he put it, in the “the Alawization of the non-Alawis”, or the conversion of non-Alawis to the Alawi sect (PATRIOTA, interview 2018). Notwithstanding, he said that the concept makes sense when it comes to pointing
Alawis to key positions as a form of holding onto the reins of power. The Ambassador could not pinpoint the moment in which this dynamic became visible, but he explains that the Syrian Ba’ath party did not have many regional allies, especially when it came to the “extremist Saudi ideology”, the *Wahhabism* in Saudi Arabia that saw the secular Syrian regime with mistrust. For Patriota, given the upheaval seen during the last 15 years in the region, kinships started to flourish around religious traditions or common enemies. In that sense, it could be possible to consider *Alawization* as part of a process of shifting foreign alliances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diplomat</th>
<th>Date of Interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Patriota (Brazilian)</td>
<td>19 April 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomaz Napoleão (Brazilian)</td>
<td>21 March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Diplomat A</td>
<td>30 April 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Diplomat B</td>
<td>21 March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranian Minister of Political Affairs</td>
<td>21 March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranian Diplomat A</td>
<td>28 March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranian Diplomat B</td>
<td>19 April 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Elaborated by authors (2020)*

Likewise, Brazil’s Second Secretary serving at the Moscow Embassy, Thomaz Alexandre Napoleão, agrees that if *Alawization* means that Alawis in power bring others to the intelligence services and the Ministries then that process is real. Napoleão says that there is a concession of privileges to the Alawis from those in power, and identifies the rise of Hafiz al-Assad to power as the start of this process (NAPOLEÃO, interview, 2018).

In that sense, it is possible to note that both Brazilian diplomats tend to mention the sectarian view of the concept, in order to deny it. But when analysing it through a political and economic lens – the same one the paper pinpoints as central –, they seem to agree that there is an actual preponderance of Alawis in positions of power in Syria. Napoleão even uses the word “privilege” to describe it.

When the same questions were posed to Iranian and Saudi diplomats, it is possible to see a clear difference in their answers – which is expected, since it goes along with their countries positioning regionally. The Saudi diplomats interpreted the concept in a sectarian sense. Both Saudi Diplomats A and B seemed to understand *Alawization* as an intolerance towards non-Alawis by the Alawis in power, leading to, sometimes, even persecution or massacres. Such practice, for the diplomats, becomes more present during the current conflict in Syria. The former claims that the conflict is sectarian but pinpoints the start of *Alawization* with the rise to power of Hafiz al-Assad (Saudi Diplomat A, interview, 2018). Saudi Diplomat B, on the other hand, believes that this phenomenon started with the Arab Spring and that it has become stronger with the Iranian influence (Saudi Diplomat B, interview, 2018).

Juxtaposing these responses with the ones provided by the three Iranian diplomats we interviewed, one can observe vast differences in their opinions. The Iranian diplomats stated that there is no *Alawization* happening in Syria. Iranian Diplomat A, for example, justifies that there is an increase of Alawis’ influence because of the main political family in Syria, but that this does not mean that this phenomenon has any political significance since other minorities in government were also included besides Alawis (Iranian Diplomat A, interview, 2018). Again, sectarianism plays a part, and Iranian Diplomat A affirms that, “the system is not religious, it is a secular system (...). If they [the Assad family] want to

---

1 “*Wahhabism* generally refers to a movement that seeks to purify the Islamic religion of any innovations or practices that deviate from the (...) teachings of the Prophet Muhammad (...). In the West, the term has been used mostly to denote the form of Islam practiced in Saudi Arabia” (BLANCHARD 2007, p. 1).

2 Here, Patriota refers to the Iraq War in 2003 and the destabilization that emerged in the region afterwards – which for him creates ground for the emergence of ISIS.
increase the role of others, they will undermine themselves; that is why they are secular”. The diplomat seemed to imply that Alawization in a sectarian sense is not possible since Assad’s regime does not have the power or the willingness to change people’s identities.

The Iranian Minister of Political Affairs to the United Nations following the same rationale, declared that the political system in Syria is secular (Iranian Minister of Political Affairs to the United Nations, interview, 2018). People might be Muslim, he claimed, but that does not cross-over into government structures, “they are Alawis but that doesn’t affect the relations”. The Minister also analysed the shift of power from Hafiz to Bashar neither as an enhancement of Alawization, nor as a cause for changing socio-political relations inside Syria or regionally. Instead, he understood it as a mere change in circumstances.

Finally, Iranian Diplomat B became more emphatic in the responses. The officer maintained that Alawis do not reign in Syria and that they are not in power. “This is a wrong impression, that since the President is Alawi the whole system is Alawi” (Iranian Diplomat B, interview, 2018). Iranian Diplomat B stated that it is the Ba’ath party that rules Syria, and it was a Christian who created it. The rise of Hafiz al-Assad to power was not because he was Alawi, “it was because of his competence”. He went on to claim that Hafiz’s ascendancy to the presidency was due to the “powerful performance” he played within the Ba’ath party. For the diplomat, most cabinet-level positions in Syria – Minister of Interior, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence – are not occupied by Alawis, and if there was Alawization it would logically follow that these positions would be taken by Alawis. “There has never been a transition of the Alawis to power”, and the officer believes that this will not be the case in the future either.

It is noticeable that the answers of these diplomats can be grouped by their nationalities. Of course, it is expected that they would answer similarly, because of the position they hold inside their own countries. Nevertheless, what is interesting is that, even though during the interview the concept of Alawization was explained, diplomats manipulated it according to their – and their countries’ – beliefs and positions. That, in no way, weakens the goal of the paper. On the contrary, it shows that there is, in fact, a process being perceived in Syria, but one in which the definition and understanding are yet to be elucidated.

Conclusion

This paper has analysed Alawization as a concept capable of explaining a multi-faceted process happening within Syria – one in which members of the Alawi community came to occupy strategic positions within the bureaucratic and security apparatus because of the ties they held with the Assad family. The conditions for the process of Alawization to become a political process in Syria were analyzed in different scenarios and considering different criteria. We discover that Alawization can be traced back to the colonial period, when France divided the territory along ethnical lines, aiming to weaken the insurgency of groups who sought independence. Besides that, Alawization has three central moments that contributed to its evolution: the rise of Ba’ath to power; the Corrective Revolution of 1970; and the transition of power to Hafiz’s son, Bashar al-Assad in 2000.

The process of Alawization is perceived rather differently by international practitioners. For some – especially the Brazilian diplomats –, it is seen as a clearly defined and broad process, visible through the occupation of positions of power by Alawis resulting in impacts on Syrian politics. For diplomats who represent regional players, such as Saudi Arabia and Iran, the interpretation – although misconceived – tended to centre on religious issues and notions. This hints at the difficulty in developing and defining a new concept and shows that Alawization is a concept that still needs work in order to represent Syria’s history.

On the other hand, looking at the literature, there seems to be a general agreement that the benefits granted to the Alawi sect is a process that can be termed Alawization. In attempting to combine such a literature to our respondents’ answers, it is possible to arrive at the realization that Alawization is more perceived as an ongoing process rather than a
well-established phenomenon, considering that Alawis represents about 12% of Syrian society, but 61% of all strategic positions and there is a sense of continuity of the Assad dynasty in Syria throughout the years. We therefore reached the conclusion that, although a limited concept, historical representation is not committed to portray reality itself – since for this method, reality, in fact, does not exist. In this sense, as a representation, arising from the perception of the diplomats and the data found in the literature, there is, indeed, a process that can be named “Alawization” in Syria. However, there is still disagreement on what this concept exactly means and how it impacts Syrian society and politics. Additionally, we still cannot measure how widespread this process is or its total impacts within Syria; more research is needed in those regards. Hopefully, this paper will instigate scholars studying Syria to dive deeper into the political significance of this concept and attempt to understand how politics, economics, and society interrelate in the making of the modern Syrian state.
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